BANDIT DOOR
SECURE DOOR SYSTEM

UP TO 16 TIMES STRONGER THAN A STANDARD TIMBER DOOR

• STRONGEST TIMBER FRAMED DOOR SYSTEM
• PERFECT BALANCE OF SECURITY & STYLE
• SECURE, ROBUST & BUILT TO LAST

SECURITY AT HOME

- IMPACT RESISTANT MULTI-LAYER CORE
  - Strong Fibreglass composite layer provides increased impact resistance by adding a layer of protection to the core
  - Medium density fibreboard core (HMR MDF)

- REINFORCED HINGES
  - Steel Plates added for extra strength onto hinged areas for both the door and frame

- REINFORCED LOCK AREA
  - Both door and frame use Steel Plates adding extra strength to the lock area

The Bandit Secure Door system has been put through rigorous testing and has exceeded industry standards. The Bandit Secure Door system consistently outperforms standard timber doors, making it one of the strongest timber door systems on the market.

www.humedoors.com.au
The Balance Sliding Door System will create flexible and functional living zones in your home.

Enjoy a cuppa with a friend in the kitchen while the kids watch TV or play a video game in the living room, the Balance Sliding Door System gives you an extra room or that spacious open plan feel whenever you need it.
HUME APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES

Hume Applied Technologies harnesses the significant Research & Development, technical expertise and innovation born from over 60 years of manufacturing and applies its unique intellect and approach to improve product development and product performance.

Hume has developed strong strategic alliances with other innovative companies in the industry and continues to work on innovative solutions to provide advancements in all areas of operations.

OUR PEOPLE - OUR CULTURE

The culture, skills, experience and enthusiasm of the people within Hume is the engine that drives our development.

We place a premium on developing talent internally and promoting from within. This forms the backbone of our operations, reinforced by a recruitment program that strengthens our skills and capabilities.

The result is an unusually high degree of continuity within our different activities.